Enzyme distribution and matrix characteristics in biocatalytic particles.
In a study of Assemblase, an industrial immobilized penicillin-G acylase, various electron microscopic techniques were used to relate intra-particle enzyme heterogeneity with the morphological heterogeneity of the support material at various levels of detail. Transmission electron microscopy was used for the study of intra-particle penicillin-G acylase distribution in Assemblase particles of various sizes; it revealed an abrupt increase in enzyme loading at the particle surface (1.4-fold) and in the areas (designated halo's) surrounding internal macro-voids (7.7-fold). Cryogenic field-emission scanning electron microscopy related these abrupt local enzyme heterogeneities to local heterogeneity of the support material by revealing the presence of dense top layers surrounding both the particle exterior and the internal macro-voids. Furthermore, it showed a very distinct morphological appearance of the halo. Most probably, all these regions contained relatively more chitosan than gelatin (the polymers Assemblase was constructed of), which suggested local polymer demixing during particle production. A basic thermodynamic line of reasoning suggested that a difference in hydrophilicity between the two polymers induced local demixing. In the future, thermodynamic knowledge on such polymer interactions resulting in matrix heterogeneity may be used as a tool for biocatalyst design.